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"I bought a poster of you, hung it up on my wall.

When I was asleep, you were watching over me."

— TUSCADERO (TB 179)
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Introduction

It was 1985 when a small cassette label began in the

classrooms of Wakefield High School in Arlington,

Virginia .

As of March 2002, TeenBeat's discography has

grown to include over 300 items, including 7" records,

CDs, posters, t-shirts and unavailable items and events

as diverse and absurd as bricks, houses, injuries, and a

Zenith Solid State Stereo.

It has been a long time since Unrest's

CD (TB 119) made it's way into my hands, and began

my days as a TeenBeat fan. I know I paid far too much

for that Stereolab/Unrest split 7" (TB 121), participated

in countless trades, and searched endlessly through

used record stores for copies of obscure releases on the

TeenBeat label. I enjoyed the hunt, and I'm still

looking for a copy of Unrest's first 7" (TB 7) and a copy

of CD (TB 81), but for me the

TeenBeat phenomenon was an archaeological

adventure.

There was nothing like tracing the labels' roots back

to the early cassette days and discovering the

connections that led me to a small world of

independent recordings and labels that would include

Simple Machines (RIP), K Records, and the legendary

Factory Records.

On June 7th 1998, I started the TeenBeat Mailing

List and I've watched the list grow to it's modest, but

faithful, membership — fluctuating between 150-200

members.

It was 9:02 PM September 2nd 1999 when, I

brought up the idea of a TeenBeat tribute album to the

list. To be quite honest, I don't recall writing or sending

that e-mail; it wasn't until exactly five months later on

February 2nd, 2000 when Kent Burt (The Linger

Effect) asked,

that the compiling of the songs that

would make up began.

It is now March 22nd, 2002, over two years after the

conception of the tribute, and the finishing touches are

going into the package that now lies in your hands.

Among the artists list members could have choosen

were Aden, Air Miami, Barbara Manning, Andrew

Beaujon, Bells Of, Blast Off Country Style, Cath

Carroll, Clarence, Jonny Cohen's Love Machine,

Dustdevils, Eggs, Feminine Complex, Flin Flon,

Flowers of Discipline, Flying Saucer, Gamma Rays,

Gastr Del Sol, Gollipops, Grenadine, Hot Pursuit, In

Camera, Jungle George and The Plague, Phil Krauth,

Krokodiloes, Los Marauders, Luna, No Trend, Olympic

Death Squad, Panax, The Project, Mark Robinson,

Romania, The Ropers, Scaley Andrew, Robert Schipul,

Sexual Milkshake, Stereolab, Synthetic Socks,

Teenage Gang Debs, Tel Aviv, Thirsty Boys, Tracy

Shedd, True Love Always, The Tube Bar , Tuscadero,

Uncle Wiggly, Unrest, Versus, Viva Satellite, Vomit

Launch, William and Vivian, Butch Willis and many

others. pays tribute to only a few.

(see notes to track 07)

"what's up with the TeenBeat covers disc/

tape/ whatever??"

Perfect Teeth

The Tube Bar Deluxe

Amateurs on Plastic

Amateurs On Plastic

— March 2002

Five: Seventeen, Co-Director,
My Mean Magpie Recordings

FIVE: SEVENTEEN



"Some days I reach for things, that I think that I should write down,

so there's something there to think back on, and how that really seems to happen."

— VOMIT LAUNCH (TB 85)
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Usually on Friday,
Some Records

It was on a Friday afternoon in March 1989, during

my weekly visit to Get Records in Amsterdam, that I

found out about the existence of TeenBeat. I was

visiting the shop — in my capacity of unconditional

Factory Records fan — to pick up the new Durutti

Column album, [Fact 244]. The LP was on

the shelves but I didn't touch it — of course — as I was

waiting for the limited edition with bonus 7", that was

about to arrive any minute.

To kill time I flipped through the records in the 'new

albums' bin, and recognized the sleeve of one of the

LPs from a magazine advert. I took it from the bin. The

cover featured a blurry photo of a band performing live

and in the bottom right corner was just one word:

Unrest. The LP, called , was released on

Hageland, a Belgian label I had never heard of before.

Now I knew that some very interesting records had

appeared on Belgian labels during the eighties, so

there was an excuse for closer examination. A

photocopied insert revealed that the LP was licensed

from a US label, TeenBeat, based in Washington DC,

and was originally released some time in 1987. I then

checked the labels. The last track on side A was titled,

"Live On A Hot August Night".

In 1982 an almost unknown band called

Crispy Ambulance had released a 12" bearing that title

on the Factory Benelux label [FBN 4]. I couldn't

believe it, though it was possible that… But I had my

head in the clouds, as in the meantime Fact 244+ had

arrived. I bought without even listening.

Over the next couple of weeks was on

heavy rotation with never really being a

contender. I duly filed the LP and that was it. Until

about a year later.

I had found a job in Utrecht, a city also known for its

excellent record stores. The best of these was Da Capo.

It was owned by a guy who thought that on April 10th,

1970 music had come to a standstill, but nevertheless it

was his policy to stock every independent 7" available

on import.

A Friday afternoon, late November 1991 in Da

Capo. Checking the 'just arrived' bin I found a new

Unrest 7": . The sleeve featured the

picture of a girl's face. A monochrome image, nicely

printed in bronze. If Factory had issued a record by

The Smiths, it would look like this, I thought. The

single was released on Hemiola, a UK label, but also

sported the TeenBeat logo. Inside was a TeenBeat mail-

order sheet. It listed a couple of records by Unrest and

an album by Dustdevils; the other artists I had never

heard of: Butch Willis, Mark E., Jonny Cohen and

Scaley Andrew.

Usually I would have rushed to the post office to

buy US dollars, put them in an envelope with my

order, and send the envelope registered mail to

TeenBeat. But I didn't. Maybe I was too

occupied with the upcoming release of Factory's

retrospective box set [Fact 400]. I did find the

Jonny Cohen LP and Scaley Andrew 7".

Not long afterwards, however (and more

importantly), I found by Eggs. It was the

Fac 19-like appearance of the 7" that attracted me

[white vinyl with a yellow label made to look like a

Vini Reilly

Tink of S.E.

Tink of S.E.

Vini Reilly

Tink of S.E.

Cherry Cherry

Palatine

Skyscraper

Huh??

Frank Brinkhuis, Curator and Director,
The Crépuscule and Factory Pages

fried egg], but after listening to the record I concluded

that this was one of the finest singles I'd heard in a

long time. When the CD came out half a year

later, in May 1992, I had to pay a small fortune for it as

the disc wasn't available on regular import. But the

album met all my expectations and the fact that one of

the tracks was called "It's Hard To Be An Egg," [also a

reference to Fac 19] well, that couldn't come as a

surprise anymore. I slowly became hooked on

TeenBeat, not in the least because two months earlier

Unrest had released their magnificent

LP, which I played to death.

Whenever I came across another TeenBeat record I

picked it up and by the end of 1992 I had a modest

collection. I dropped the idea of ordering the TeenBeat

16-cassette box set — a decision I would later fully

regret. It might even have been unique, at least by

European standards.

In the meantime a couple of things happened. After

more than a year of rumours about serious financial

problems, my favourite label, Factory, went into

receivership on November 23rd,1992. On the one

hand I felt relieved I no longer needed to track down

new pieces of Factory memorabilia: posters, badges,

rulers, wallplanners, flickbooks, model kits, notepads

and statues. At the same time I knew I needed a new

label to fill the emptiness left by Factory's bankruptcy.

TeenBeat was the likeliest candidate. The balance

tilted by the fact that another longtime favourite label,

4AD, had just released Unrest's

album in the UK through their offshoot Guernica.

That I made the right choice was later underlined by

Unrest's transfer from Guernica to 4AD proper in early

1993: the UK release of their EP

dedicated to the five former Factory directors and in

the US a release of a 7" about former Factory

chanteuse Cath Carroll. I had a feeling everything was

falling into place.

In July 1993 I traveled to London to attend 4AD's

'The 13 Year Itch' festival at the ICA. Unrest shared a

bill with His Name Is Alive. It couldn't have been

better. Neither Unrest nor HNIA are your average

ethereal 4AD band and I was curious to see how the

audience would respond. 'Cath Carroll' and 'Where Are

All Those Puerto Rican Boys?' were the highlights of

the only live performance by a TeenBeat band I would

see to this day. The most memorable moment was

when Mark Robinson on his guitar and Bridget Cross

on her bass stood rocking back to back as if they were

members of Status Quo. I found it very funny. Many

people around me considered it 'not done.' This was a

4AD festival.

Back home I sent out an order to TeenBeat for the

upcoming box set and the

comb. At the 4AD festival I had seen bits of artwork for

the new album and I recognized the front cover image

of Cath Carroll from a series shot by Robert

Mapplethorpe. In the image, Carroll has her mouth

closed, so you can't see her teeth. This seemed to me

rather odd, given the title of the album, until I

remembered something.

Around the time Factory released the first Cath

Carroll EP, [Fac 255], in September 1990, there

was an article in the New Musical Express about

Carroll and Factory. The writer, Jack Barron, describes

a scene in which Factory chairman Tony Wilson is

Bruiser

Imperial F.F.R.R.

Imperial F.F.R.R.

Isabel Bishop

Perfect Teeth Perfect Hairdo

Beast
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talking about Carroll to an audience of record biz big

shots. He writes:

Now, on the front cover of there is a freeze

framed video image of Carroll on which her eyes are...

! I thought this was a joke on the part of Factory.

Could it be that Unrest applied the same joke on the

cover of ? I have never dared to ask them.

If I hadn't run up against that Belgian pressing of

, I am sure I would have found out about

TeenBeat sooner or later. The whole Factory

connection has turned out to be of minor importance

in the long run, but it worked as a trigger. Along with

Unrest and Eggs the label has had so many other great

artists and bands over the years: Versus, Air Miami,

Grenadine, Jonny Cohen, True Love Always, Tel Aviv,

Bells Of, Blast Of Country Style, Phil Krauth, Aden,

Flin-Flon — not to forget Jungle George & The Plague.

Besides, I admire several of Mark's TeenBeat

Graphika designs.

"Wilson for his part was struck by her

[Carroll's] otherness and… her eyes. At one meeting he

freeze framed a video of Cath's eyes and explained to

the assembled corporate businessmen: This is the act.

This is what is special about Cath Carroll, her eyes."

closed

Beast

Perfect Teeth

Tink of S.E.

— June 2001
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Annotative
Notes on
the Selections
Five: Seventeen

The following annotations were created to introduce

the individual artists on the CD and to place each

song in the context of TeenBeat's history. They are

intended not only as an accompaniment to the disc,

but to present the performers, the songs and the

TeenBeat label itself in a perspective that encourages

the listener to seek out the songwriter and the tribute

artist.

I encourage you to sit down with these notes and

experience in its full context, as it

was intended.

Amateurs on Plastic

All efforts have been taken as to the accuracy of

discography numbers, dates, historical and

biographical information. Any errors are the fault of the

compiler and are seen as a natural part of the

production process.

SELECTION

SELECTION

01

02

TB 221

TB 96

{

{

"Black Magic"

"Evanston, IL"

Nick Roumeliotis

Ashton P Velvet

after:

after:

Robert Schipul

Eggs

In 1994, Eggs released a double album in which the

song “Evanston, IL” first appeared. Eggs was the latest

project of Andrew Beaujon, who has been with

TeenBeat since it's inception, appearing in Jungle

George and The Plague, Scaley Andrew (with Mark

Nelson now of Labradford), William and Vivian, and

even Unrest. Andrew Beaujon spent some time

releasing records under his own name, helped to run

the disorganized and short-lived Duck Suit label, and

now makes music under the moniker of Tha Cheeky

This song, which

appeared first on (TB 221) by

Robert Schipul. Schipul first debuted on

TeenBeat with the 7" (TB 211) in 1996 — as

Ascension — and went on to record

(TB 261), all before reaching the age of

seventeen. There would not be another teenager on

the label, until The Rondelles debuted in 1998

Recorded at some point in February 2000, this

recording features Nick Roumeliotis and a guitar.

Unlike the original recorded by Robert

Schipul, this version was recorded in Nick’s room at

boarding school on a Tascam 414 mkII, rather than at

home with a piano.

"has such a powerful drive,”

(see

selection 03).

“the man,”

See selection 19.

Please contact: Nick Roumeliotis, 950 24th St. NW,

#1010, Washington, DC 20052

http://gwu.edu/~nroumeli nroumeli@gwu.edu

1997 TeenBeat Sampler

Incarnate

The American

Scene

Robert Schipul’s version can be found on the

(TB 221) CD.

1997

TeenBeat Sampler

Bastid.

For some reason the theme of travel and ice must

have reminded Ashton P Velvet’s Ian Piirtola of

Though it is unclear if Jon's grandparents are from

Evanston, it was enough to inspire Ian to hibernate in

his bedroom and closet, with guitars, drums, casio,

vocals and a 4-track cassette recorder to create this

track.

“a ski-

slope next to my friend Jon's grandparent's house."

See also selection 07, 11.

Please write: ashtonvelvet76@hotmail.com

http://www.pancakeresponsibilities.com

Eggs version can be found on

(TB 96) CD/CS/2xLP.

TeenBeat 96

Exploder

Vermillion, by definition, is a highly toxic pigment

consisting of mercuric sulphide. Its' hue is an intensely

warm red leaning towards orange. This Vermillion,

though not a colour, contains a lot of the warmth that

the pigment possesses.

"Safety in Numbers" was first recorded in 1998 by

The Rondelles, who do not use their last names and

featured the bass playing of former TeenBeat Intern(TB

123)-turned-rumoured-super-model, Yukiko and the

drummer-while-playing-keyboard-ist, Oakley.

Vermillion give a great many thanks to the

of The Rondelles' guitarist, Juliet. Citing

her as a reason to record this version of “Safety in

Numbers” in late 2000, somewhere in Texas.

“divine

inspiration”

Vermillion is: Chris Flores - echos, hidden

instruments; Leonard Guerra - vocals, attitude. Contact:

guerraleonard@sbcglobal.net

The Rondelles’ version can be found on

(TB 248) 7” and appears on

(K Records 127).

The

Rondelles Shined Nickels

and Loose Change

SELECTION

04
TB 77

{
"I Do Believe You're
Blushing"

The Burnside Project

after: Unrest

Jan Dankovich with help from Burnside Project

members and their estranged families, submitted a two

page typewritten single-spaced document, which can

only be described as a "manifesto." What follows is an

abridged version:

[date

unknown]

"Burnside Project, the culmination of years of

indiscretion by Richard Jankovich and a loose coalition

of has-beens and wannabes, first began

as a federally funded project into defeating

communism. Twelve months later, with nearly 5% of the

GNP consumed, BP's findings were a major

disappointment. Their claim that music was meant to

'be heard and not listened to' drew criticisms from top

government officials. Government vinyl stockpiling

programs were also criticized as overzealous, leading

BP to suggest that the vinyl be employed as a see-

through, yet tasteful, couch covering. Years later,

reflection would prove BP wrong again.

"In 1978, BP, with Brian Musikoff and Ethan Barshay,

recorded this cover of Unrest's 'I Do Believe You're

Blushing' from the release of 1992.

Musikoff has been quoted as saying '…when they chant

my name, I play the pipe organ harder and faster.' Any

literate will tell you that Musikoff's self-congratulation

is a delusion. The chant is not 'Musikoff,' but rather

Imperial FFRR

SELECTION

{
"Safety In Numbers"

03 Vermillion

after: The RondellesTB 248
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'Music Off!' Ethan's recording sessions consist of sitting

naked in a bowl of peaches, swaying and 'singing' into

a ladle while pulling on a roll of scotch tape. At the end

of the day, there is only a sticky Ethan clutching a bent

ladle and a ball of cellophane to show for his efforts.

"BP has recently acquired Gerald Hammill as a

twelfth round pick out of Ohio in exchange for

pot-stickers and promise of dissolution. Gerald brings to

BP the lacking talent already in abundance within the

group. Over the years, BP has had the power to

persevere despite litigation and an ever-evolving

musical landscape. When questioned on their

unfettered longevity, Jankovich replied 'Oh Sol! I dare

you to spit your rays across the floor. Golden Orb, you

are the hot death!' The radiating pulsating sun could

not be reached for comment."

See selection 20.

For a full version of Jan Dankovich's "manifesto"

contact: http://www.

burnsideproject@yahoo.com or your local grocer.

Unrest's version will be re-released on

(TB 77) February 2005.

Imperial

FFRR

burnsidemusic.com

Jason Camp, AKA The Vox, once drove up to

Canada and purchased the very 4-track that was used

to record this version of Air Miami’s “Neely.”

Air Miami was formed after the dissolve of Unrest.

They recorded this song for (TB 177)

which was released by 4AD in 1995. It also happens,

by chance, to be the only song containing profanity on

this disc with four instances within the two minute

duration of the song.

Jason has been MIA since submitting this song via

internet. He is currently presumed to be living in the

New York City area, or perhaps Hoboken, but there is

no confirmation.

Random sightings have been reported, with Jason

turning up at TeenBeat Anniversary Shows and related

gatherings but there is no firm confirmation.

Me.Me.Me.

Air Miami’s version is available on (TB

177) 2xLP (CD available in late 2002).

Me. Me. Me.

J a s o n C a m p ' s l a s t k n o w n c o n t a c t s a r e

jcamp@indienow.com and http://www.thevox.org

SELECTION

05
TB 177

{
"Neely”

The Vox

after: Air Miami

SELECTION

06
TB 279

{
"Buried Treasure"

The Light

after: True Love Always

True Love Always prides itself in its elaborate

packaging. However they are nowhere close to

surpassing the standard set by Sexual Milkshakes’

CD/LP (TB 75) which came

with 3D poster and glasses, "Relax Brother Relax"

matchbook (TB 98); hot dog and popcorn bag; a

newspaper and chopsticks. True Love Always instead

employed construction paper, postage stamps, and in

the case of (TB 279), Virginia

placemats. Bandleader John Lindaman's tattoo is also

a part of the TeenBeat discography (TB 310).

Recorded during July in North Carolina, this song

was chosen

The Light is Doug Marvin and a four-track

machine. On this track, he was assisted by Lance

Sing Along in Hebrew

Buried Treasure

“because it's got such a great melody, the

kind of hook that holds up despite all the changes we

made.”

Westerlund who added some vocals, bass and guitar

without ever hearing the TLA original.

True Love Always’ version can be found on

(TB 279) 7”, and (TB 309)

CD/LP.

Buried

Treasure Spring Collection

If you like what you hear, The Light have just put out

a CD EP. Free while supplies last.

doug@dirtyonpurpose.com

SELECTION

08
TB 196

{
“Now I Need You”

Bossanova

after: Feminine Complex

SELECTION

07
T 171B

{
"Cape May”

Mark Robinson

after: Phil Krauth

In 1985, Andrew Beaujon (Eggs, Scaley Andrew, etc.)

turned to Mark Robinson in

There is no

doubt in my mind that neither one foresaw that 16 years

later the label they would start would still be putting out

records, let alone see a tribute to the legacy of a high

school hobby.

Phil Krauth is best known as the drummer in Unrest.

However, during the early days of Unrest, he would

record his songs under the name of Clarence.

In 1996, Mark Robinson (Unrest, Air Miami, Flin

Flon, etc.) once toyed with the idea of TeenBeat artists

recording each other songs, tentatively titled

, but it didn't happen.

Robinson's version of “Cape May,” originally

recorded by Krauth in 1994, was recorded in Joseph

"Bunny" Smith Square, Cambridge, MA.

“Mr. Vandelly’s Government

class... and asked him if he was in a band.”

See selection 23.

Contact Mark Robinson: c/o Teenbeat, PO Box 390898,

Cambridge MA 02139 USA mark@teenbeatrecords.com

TeenBeat

Covers TeenBeat

Phil Krauth’s version can be found on

(TB 171) CD.

Wakefield

Vol. 4 / 1985-1995 / February 23, 1985

The Feminine Complex were an all-girl band from

Nashville originally released by Athena Records in

1969. Though primarily a local novelty act, their history

would include contacts with Little Jimmy Dicken's, a

national television appearance and, for Feminine

Complex organist Pame Stevens, a date with the

organist from The 1910 Fruitgum Co.

With Liner notes by Jonathan Marx (Lambchop), the

debut LP, (TB 196), and its successor of

demos and live performances, (TB 236),

the re-issues are a highlight of TeenBeat's history.

Bossanova member Chris Storrow sent this song for

inclusion on what was meant to be a cassette

accompanying an issue of Tape-Gun fanzine. By the

time the tribute arrived, the original DATs were lost and

the original rough mix on cassette had to be used. This

remains Bossanova's only recorded version of the song.

Bossanova makes their home in Vancouver, BC. In

1997 they had Mark Robinson, not yet using the

TeenBeat Graphica (TB 206) name, design the cover for

their debut EP. The back cover photograph is almost

identical to the photo that graced the back cover of

(TB 50) without Mark.

Bossanova also appeared on the

(TB 271) with a 7 minute masterpiece "Rare

Brazil."

Bossanova is notorious for their slow recording pace,

having appeared on only a handful of compilations

since 1997. They are currently in the process of

Livin' Love

To Be in Love

TeenBeat 50

TeenBeat 1999

Sampler

,
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recording.

The Feminine Complex version can be found on

(TB 196) CD/LP.Livin' Love

Contact Bossanova at: Suite #189 1917 W.4th Ave,

Vancouver BC Canada, V6J 1M7 www.bossanova.ca

chriss@bossanova.ca

Ray D'Antuono of RPD158, “

and, forseeing a barrage

of Unrest covers recorded their 1994 release "The

Barnacle" to

Grenadine was a super-group of sorts with Mark

Robinson, Rob Christiansen (Eggs), and Jenny Toomey

(Tsunami, Simple Machines Records) uniting over a

love of swank suits and Sammy Davis Jr.. They

creating some of the nicest un-lounge songs of the day,

with production assistance by Kramer (Bongwater,

Shimmy Disc) and later Warn Defever (His Name Is

Alive).

['The Barnacle']

But, Ray also had enough foresight to include his

version of “Light Command,” a Bridget Cross-penned

song from (TB 119), released in 1993.

“[My version of 'Light Command' was]

"The Barnacle" was recorded in July 2000 and "Light

Command" in summer 1999, with additional tracks

recorded June 2000. Both tracks were recorded,

engineered and mixed at 4524 Kaplan Drive, Raleigh

NC USA by Ray D'Antuono.

thought that the tribute

could use a Grenadine song”

"hedge my bets of getting a song on this

record!”

“ is a pretty neat little song originally

sung by Rob Christiansen and it was easy to learn!

Besides Mark Robinson, Jenny Toomey is one of my

favorites and the three of them getting together as

Grenadine was a pretty damn good idea.”

originally

recorded back in the summer of 1999, when I first

began to experiment with recording music completely

solo. Originally I laid down only drums, bass, and

keyboards. When I found out about this tribute, I

decided to spruce up the track with a guitar and

another bass track. No vocals because I don't think the

song lends itself to a male singer very well. But it is my

favorite Unrest song. It catches the band in all their

energy and Bridget's songs were always so cool.”

See selection 20.

Ask Ray D'Antuono what RPD158 is all about at:

rpd158@yahoo.com

Perfect Teeth

Grenadine's version of "The Barnacle" was

available on (TB 166) 7", and

(TB 155) CD/LP.

Unrest’s version of "Light Command" will be

available in 2002 on (TB 119) CD and

was included in the 7” box set (limited

to 2000 copies) as (TB 133) 7”.

Christiansen Nopalitos

Perfect Teeth

Perfect Teeth

Light Command

Grenadine

"The Barnacle"

RPD158

after:
{09a

SELECTION

TB 155

Unrest

"Light Command"

RPD158

after:
{09b

SELECTION

TB 119

SELECTION

10
TB 281

{
“Number One”

Pacer

after: Hot Pursiut

Hot Pursuit has a long history with TeenBeat

Records. The band includes Evelyn Hurley (Blast Off

Country Style), Margaret McCartney (Tuscadero) and

jazz-trained drummer Ginger Crockett completes the

the group.

"Number One," a song about computers and email

from 1999, is theme-appropriate for the tribute, as the

idea stemmed from an online mailing list.

Pacer is comprised of Kim Ware-Mathews

(vocals, drums, handclaps, egg shaker), Jeremy

Mathews (guitar, casio, handclaps, metallaphone) and

Bill Patterson (bass, handclaps). The song was

recorded in August 2000 at Orphaned Records Studio,

Wilmington NC by Mike Swart, who also clapped.
"This song features the highest-pitched singing ever

attempted by Kim, the first recording of Jeremy using a

metallaphone, and the first time Bill ever conceded to

doing handclaps!"

Contact Pacer at:

Hot Pursuits' version can be found on the

(TB 271) CD.

TeenBeat

1999 Sampler

www.eskimokissrecords.com or by

email: info@eskimokissrecords.com

"TeenBeat Theme”

Mark and Andrewafter:

The Remains of 5MP{11
SELECTION

TB 01

The "TeenBeat Theme" has appeared in several

forms and has been tacked onto the end of several

cassette releases and in two versions on the

(TB 50) compilation.

The original version consists of Mark Robinson and

Andrew Beaujon (then known as Andrew Riley) on

keyboard and guitar. After compiling

(TB 01), a various artists

compilation that included a bootleg of Factory

recording artists Section 25 (live at the 9:30 Club in

Washington, DC), Robinson and Beaujon jammed for a

bit creating the "TeenBeat Theme." It was not listed on

the cassette.

Another version was recorded by Tuscadero for

inclusion on (TB 221). Rumour

has it, that during recording, Robinson insisted that

they not sing the address of the TeenBeat House (TB

97). Yet on the CD the number "715" is printed quite

largely. The TeenBeat House, located at 715 N

Wakefield Street, Arlington, VA was demolished in

1998 (TB 260).

After recording and mixing an instrumental version

using two acoustic guitars, techniques were applied

leaving only atmospheric sounds.

TeenBeat

50

Extremism In the

Defense of Liberty is No Vice

1997 TeenBeat Sampler

Contact: The Remains of 5MP c/o My Mean Magpie.

The "TeenBeat Theme" can be found on

LP (TB 50). CD/CS unavailable.

TeenBeat

50
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Continued...
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"Walking in Circles”

Adenafter:

grant{12
SELECTION

TB 316

True, there are some issues surrounding the

inclusion of pre-TeenBeat Aden; however, TeenBeat

will be reissuing Aden’s debut CD (originally released

by Fortune 4 in 1997) sometime in 2002.

TeenBeat has a long tradition of reissues including

what were essentially bootlegs (Crispy Ambulance,

The Tube Bar, Kenneth Anger). TeenBeat now gets the

bands' permission and has re-released albums by In

Camera (TB 106), Vomit Launch (TB 128), No Trend

(TB 130), and The Feminine Complex (TB 196, 216,

236).

On February 28th, 1999, while sleeping through the

second night of the TeenBeat 13th Anniversary

Celebrations (TB 262), I arrived just as a party was

ending at the TeenBeat House (TB 97) to find the

members of Aden on the couch across from me —

everyone else had left. They had only just met the

TeenBeat folks a few weeks before.

Aden have since been taken into the TeenBeat

fold, releasing two CDs with the TeenBeat name.

On this recording grant does everything and

although he records mostly in his own bedroom, he's

occasionally spotted in studios in Gainesville

(Hairybottom) and Hoboken (Fliptone).
“When not worshipping at the feet of waxen

TeenBeat idols, grant writes for the Sun tabloid about

huge babies, apple cider vinegar and Nostradamus. He

recharges his creativity through occasional contact with

a dimension he calls "the String Bardo," home of the

supernatural entity known to ordinary humans as The

Florida Skunk Ape. grant is not an Aden side project,

although sometimes it seems like life would be easier if

that actually were the case.”

See selection 21.

Find albums, rants and free music at: the

grantcave,206 N Atlantic Drive, Lantana FL 33462 USA

grantimatter@yahoo.com www.grantimatter.com or

www.flyingfists.org

Aden’s version will be available eventually on

(TB 316) CD.Aden

"Walking in Circles”

Adenafter:

grant{12
SELECTION

TB 316

SELECTION

13
TB 137

{
"My Cold Heart”

The Yarns

after: Cath Carroll

Edgar Boyd of The Yarns was a banker in the former

city of York at some point between the 1920s through

to the 1940s — though the dates have yet to be

confirmed.

Cassette copies of what are quite possibly all

recordings were unearthed in late 1989 and have

passed through various and distant family members

before finding their way back to My Mean Magpies

headquarters.

Though most of the tapes are unlabelled (and some

unplayable), this track was marked simply “Cold heart,

warm bed.” It is noted to being recorded at some point

in 193- (the last digit completely obscured).

In accompanying letters and notes it has been

determined that, at this time, the most likely lineup is

Edgar Boyd on guitar and harmonica, Sadie Boyd

(relation undetermined) on vocals, “Squint” Freedman

on drums, and an unnamed harmonica player

(presumed to be Walter Boyd).

From existing documentation of the other recordings,

this song would have been recorded at Boyd's Savings

& Loan, Ontario. It is transferred from a cassette copy of

an unknown source.

Cath Carroll wouldn’t write “My Cold Heart” until 60

years later, so the coincidence is both startling and

unlikely. Cath Carroll has recorded for Factory Records

under her own name and as a member of Miaow. She is

best known as a onetime NME writer during the mid

1980s and has written two books on Tom Waits and

Lauren Hill respectively. She first appeared on

TeenBeat as subject matter with her likeness gracing

the cover of Unrest's (TB 119). Many of

her songs are referenced within the album, most

obviously in "Cath Carroll," a song written in her

honour.

Perfect Teeth

Cath Carroll’s version of "My Cold Heart," is

available on (TB 137) 7”, and appeared

on (TB 151)

CD.

My Cold Heart

Wakefield/ Volume 2/ Hai Communist Tart

Please send any and all info regarding local Ontario

banking practices of the 1930s c/o Five Seventeen at My

Mean Magpie http://www.mymeanmagpie.com

For additional information on The Yarns please write:

The Estate of Edgar Boyd c/o My Mean Magpie.

SELECTION

14
TB 200

{
“Show Your Age”

Our Trip to the Lighthouse

after: Olympic Death Squad

Our Trip to the Lighthouse listened to a lot of

TeenBeat recordings before they finally settled on

“Show Your Age.” It was clearly the opportunity for

arranging that led them to Olympic Death Squad. "

A solo project by Mark Robinson, The Olympic Death

Squad released, (TB 200), it's first album just after

July 27th, 1996, making it TeenBeat’s 200th release.

This event met with unfortunate coincidence when a

pipe bomb went off in Atlanta’s Centennial Olympic

Park, leaving one woman dead and 111 wounded. Mark

was and was not subject to a

federal investigation. Eric Robert Rudolph, was later

named the primary suspect in the bombing. He remains

at large.

In May 2001, The US Olympic committee demanded

that the use of the Olympic Death Squad name be

discontinued (TB 295).

Our Trip... is Josh Liles on vocals and chimes;

Stephen Lincove on vocals, guitar and rice percussion,

with a guest appearance by Suzanne Griffin (back up

vocals and a laugh). The guitar was recorded in

Stephen's house, with vocals and rice-in-a-vitamin-

bottle percussion recorded in Josh's bathroom.

We

wanted to try to do something with Stephen's classical

guitar. 'Show Your Age' just made a perfect fit for what

we wanted to do with 4 tracks."

“nowhere near Atlanta,”

Our Trip... is currently unreachable.

Blue

Olympic Death Squad's version is available on

(TB 200) CD/LP.

Blue

The High Times Lounge

Uncle Wiggly

"Francis”

after:
{15

SELECTION

TB 185

“We diggley the Wiggley,” says Steve Imas of The

High Times Lounge. Comprised of Bill "Striker"

Strecker on guitar, Tyson "T-Roy" Roy on percussion,

drums, tamborine and backing vocals, Mike "Gambit"

Cuningham on guitar, Bob Rich on saxophone and

Steve Imas on bass and lead vocals, they take on a song

that should have appeared on TeenBeat’s 145th release.
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The CD and LP release of 1996 would not carry the

original number assigned for reasons left unknown,

instead Uncle Wiggly’s fourth studio album and their

first (and only) to appear on TeenBeat would carry the

number 185. This was also one of three TeenBeat

releases to be issued in Japan on the 100 Guitar Mania

label.

Since The High Times Lounge recorded “Francis,”

Tyson Roy is no longer with the band and Mike

Cunningham now plays drums. Dez Caliente has also

joined them on percussion.

Uncle Wiggly’s version can be found on

(TB 185) CD/LP and the

(TB 191) CD.

Jump Back

Baby 1996 Teenbeat Sampler

The High Times Lounge are currently unreachable.

"Strange Pair
”

(blue dot
dec.96 version)

Jack’s Loss

Bells Of...after:
{16

SELECTION

TB 93

It should be noted that although the Bells Of track,

recorded in 1989, appears first in the TeenBeat

discography on (TB 50) issued in 1993, it's

first appearance was on (TB 93) — 43

catalogue numbers later. Because was

released almost 4 years after the initial compiling of

tracks, "Strange Pair," included on ,

would appear first in 1992.

Jack’s Loss’ version of "Strange Pair" would first

appear on

(jerc 016) with several alternate versions.

For this version Mike Richard played every instrument

and it was recorded by Wayne Schroeder at Blue Dot,

San Francisco.

Jack's Loss has referenced TeenBeat artists in at

least one of it's own compositions, “Air Miami On

Vacation At Marineland,” and should there ever be a

second volume to this tribute, the title alone may be

reason enough to have it appear.

Teenbeat 50

Eleven: Eleven

TeenBeat 50

Eleven: Eleven

Split Cassingle No. 4: Christian Slater /

Strange Pair ,

Contact Jack’s Loss at: mikerichard33@yahoo.com,

Bells Of’s version is available on

(TB 93) CD and (TB 50) LP.

Eleven: Eleven

Teenbeat 50

mrichard@calarts.edu or listen in at

http://www.myspace.com/struggleatthesnugglefactory

"Today It is My Birthday”

The Magic Mirror
(w/ Brad Davis)

Synthetic Socksafter:
{

SELECTION

17
TB 015

Molly Lamont was quite emphatic about her tribute

selection.

According to the (TB 15) cassette

itself,

that were received by

TeenBeat. In 1987, the debut cassette from Aaron

Freeman (who later went on to form Ween) was

"Being young in Lansing in the late 80's, one

couldn't help but be affected by Synthetic Socks. It

seemed like everyone I knew had a dub taken from

somewhere. My cassette was taken from my older

brother's room and soon became a permanent part of

my Walkman. In February, Brad was in town to help us

record a few songs and after we got a few of our own

songs down, we took on Synthetic Socks. I made Brad

record the vocals as a birthday gift to me and to give

Greg's voice a rest which was pretty sore after two solid

days of singing. Considering Brad had only two listens

before he tackled them, I think he did a straight-up job."

“Aaron Freeman & Synthetic Socks were chosen

from 7 or 8 demo tapes”

Synthetic Socks

released.

The Magic Mirror is comprised of Gregory

VanHausen on rhythm guitar and harmonica, Molly

Lamont on drums, Neil Hamilton on lead guitar, D.

Ross Lederman on bass and Brad Davis doing guest

vocals. The track was recorded on Molly's birthday

(Feb 14 2001) in East Lansing, MI by the Debris

Mobile Unit. Brad Davis is from the band Lake

Holiday.

th

Synthetic Socks' version appeared on

(TB 15) CS.

Synthetic

Socks

To contact The Magic Mirror, please write c/o Brad

Davis at: bradleydebris@sympatico.ca

http://www.lakeholiday.net

Among TeenBeat's many reissues is

(TB 130), a series of recordings by local

Washington, DC punk band No Trend.

No Trend's heyday, according to onetime drummer

Michael Salkind, was the period between Christmas

1982 and July 1983 — the entire duration of his time

with the band. Although No Trend recorded nine

songs at Arlington's Inner Ear Studios, only three

songs were previously released. "Cancer" was one of

them. The CD reissue compiles all nine of the original

songs along with a live show in Baltimore at The

Marble Bar.

YUKhONIC is comprised of brothers Todd Lynne on

drums, vocals and effects, and Ian Lynne on guitar,

bass and yelling. They remained faithful to the original

versions when Ian Lynne recorded this track mid-

September 2000 at Liberty Square with the help of EN.

It was mixed by EN at Heinrich's Workshop.

The Early

Months

No Trend's version can be found on

CD (TB130).

The Early

Months

For additional information on YUKhONIC:

cephiastreat@yahoo.com http://www.cephiastreat.com

YUKhONIC

No Trend

"Cancer”

after:
{

SELECTION

18
TB 130

Butch Willis has a long history with TeenBeat, first

releasing (TB 44), followed by two more

7"s and three CDs. He was also the subject of the

Unrest song title, "Butch Willis is a Psychopath," on

(TB 35 / 238), though

later catalogues instruct,

Butch Willis also gives this album it's name, it's

adapted only slightly from "Amateur on Plastic," from

(TB 284).

At the time of Sugar-Cookie's recording, only an

accapella version of "Superstitious Mummys" had

appeared as an unlisted track on

(TB191).

The associations between Sugar-Cookie's Missy

Kulik and TeenBeat have long been documented,

Missy provided the label artwork for Robert Schipul's

debut 7" (TB 211) in late in 1995 while

meeting with friend and TeenBeat intern Lisa (of

'zine) .

When asked about her reasons for choosing this

song, she cryptically replied,

Shopping Bag

Kustom Karnal Blackxploitation

Superstitious Mummys

TeenBeat 1996

Sampler

Incarnate

Picnic

"Do not dare call Butch a

psychopath, he is a true star."

"I like fast cars. So I drive

one. My car is so fast it only took me twelve minutes to

"Superstitious Mummys”

Butch Willisafter:

Sugar-Cookie{19
SELECTION

TB 191
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get there."

See selection 01.

For more information write to: Sugar-Cookie, 24

Longvue Circle, Ambridge PA USA, 15003.

http://www.indiepages.com/sugarcookie/

Butch Willis' version appears on

CD (TB 191) and CD

(TB 284).

TeenBeat 1996

Sampler Superstitious Mummys

"Laughter”

Unrestafter:

The Linger Effect{20
SELECTION

TB 14

Unrest is the most important band on the TeenBeat

roster. The band debuted on (TB 01) in

1985 and consistently released cassettes, 7"s, LPs and

CDs for labels as diverse as No. 6, Caroline, K Records

and 4AD, as well as endless others.

The career of Unrest ended in 1994 with the release

of 7" (TB 133c/d). It was followed with

several posthumous reissues and a collection.

"Laughter" originally appeared on a multi-titled

debut album, mostly referred to as (TB 14)

that originally sold for $5.00. It launched both Unrest

and the TeenBeat label.

It was 1993 when The Linger Effect's Kent Burt

discovered Unrest through (TB 119).

Brave New Waves

[host]

Extremism...

Animal Park e.p.

Tink of S.E.

Perfect Teeth

“After I discovered Unrest... I searched desperately

about the web trying to find information on the band,

but there was precious little to be found. I e-mailed CBC

Radio's programme and a few days

later Brent Bambury did a profile of Unrest. I had

no idea that the band and TeenBeat had such a long

history. It's been a fulfilling 8 years playing catch-up.

“Laughter" was one of the songs played on the show

that night and it remains one of my all-time TeenBeat

favourites.”

The Linger Effect: PO Box 21185, St. John's NF

Canada, A1A 5G6 k.burt@nl.rogers.com

http://lingereffect.cjb.net/

Unrest’s version can be found on

(TB 67) CD/LP.

Fuck Pussy

Galore and All Her Friends

Aden is a natural port built on an old volcanic site. It

was first used by the ancient Kingdom of Awsan

between the 5th and 7th centuries BC. Although the

band would have you believe that their name is taken

from the city in The Republic of Yemen, the name more

likely refers to Aden Kumler, bass player of the band

Toulouse.

"Scooby-Doo" was originally self-released as a single

(as Dingle) in 1995 and later re-recorded for ,

their debut CD released by Fortune 4 Records in 1997.

The song was also released by Darla Records on

, which is where Beltline's

Rob Jones first heard it.

[The song]

This track was recorded upstairs summer '98

@ the 43rd St. House with instruments and voice by

Rob Jones.

Aden

Little

Darla has a Treat for You #6

" made me incredibly sad, but in that

happy kinda sad way... ya know? Nostalgic and old... I

listened to it over and over, eventually learned to play it

and then finally recorded it. I hope they don't mind..."

See selection 12.

Aden’s version will be available eventually on

SELECTION

22
TB 152

{
“Big Head On”

Embers Is Sammy

after:Versus

"To me, pretty much comes as close as

any other song in summing up everything that is

TeenBeat without being a Mark Robinson song. I first

listened to this song during a very influential time in my

life. I was very into Unrest, Eggs, Synthetic Socks, etc...

and I had heard the rumors about how great

Versus was live. I knew that if TeenBeat was putting out

their records, they must be something special. Versus

was the one of the few bands that I could actually listen

to their records and totally understand what the live

experience would be like. Versus is truly the live

band ever."

import version only

Please write Embers is Sammy, 510 Main Street,

Milford, OH 45150. sammy@view-finder.com

Versus first formed in 1991 with members of Flower

and Saturine (NYC). In 1992, they self-released a CD

and a handful of singles and compilation tracks for

other labels — including Pop Narcotic, Simple

Machines, K Records and others.

In 1993, TeenBeat issued their full length

(TB 142) as well as subsequent releases

until Versus signed with Caroline in 1995. After three

albums with Caroline, Versus currently releases records

on Merge (Superchunk, Neutral Milk Hotel, Magnetic

Fields, etc.).

Band members have contributed to the recordings of

Small Factory, The Pacific Ocean, Mark Robinson and

others. Bassist Fontaine Toups has also released two

albums with the band Containe.

Recently Versus' Patrick and James Baluyut have

regrouped as +/- to release

CD (TB 323).

['Big Head On']

best

Embers is Sammy is Sammy McKee. This track was

recorded on September 17, 2000 at Captain Studios,

Cincinnati, OH. Engineered and mixed by Sammy.

The Stars

Are Insane

Self-Titled Long-Playing

Debut Album

Versus version can be found on (TB

152) 7", (Cloudland Rain 011)

CD , and was available on

(TB 161) CD .

Big Head On

The Stars Are Insane

Wakefield Vol. 3 / 1986-1995 / Superstars on Forty-Five

SELECTION

21
TB 316

{
"Scooby Doo”

Beltline

after:Aden

Aden (TB 316) CD.

Contact Beltline at: PO box 14306, PDX OR USA, 97293-

0306 http://www.jealousbutcher.com

beltline@jealousbutcher.com

Since the dissolve of Unrest, Phil Krauth has

released three full length albums.

"Gloomy Highways," appears on (TB 205)

Krauth's second album, named by the Washington Post

as

Hyperstatic recorded this version March 2000 in the

spare room using a Tascam 424, Fender Jazzmaster and

a Zoom 2100 effects pedal.

Silver Eyes

"one of the 10 best local albums of 1996."

See selection 07.

Contact Hyperstatic c/o: Brian Hoffman, 2347

Madison road #238, Cincinnati OH 45208 USA

brianhoffman@yahoo.com

Phil Krauth's version can be found on

(TB 205) CD/LP.

Silver

Eyes

SELECTION

{
"Gloomy Highways”

23 Hyperstatic

after:TB 205 Phil Krauth



"The thing that made his fans beg, was when he shook his fifth leg."

— JONNY COHEN'S LOVE MACHINE (TB 109)



"Amateur on plastic, there's no such thing. Can you hear the voice? does it make you want to sing?

Amateur on plastic, just invite yourself along. There's not much static, what could go wrong?"

— BUTCH WILLIS (TB 284)
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The sounds presented on this compilation come

from several sources. The two formats accepted for

transfer to disc were CDR and compact cassette, with

one exception.

The speed of audio cassette players can vary

drastically from machine to machine, so in mastering

all efforts were taken to correct any variance. These

pitch changes were not drastic and are unlikely to be

noticed by anyone other than the original artist(s). We

believe these the tracks to be properly pitched.

One submission was, in 2002, accepted in MP3

format. This format, capable of compressing music files

at a ratio of up to 12:1, is implemented via a

psychoacoustical model that distributes unavoidable

distortion in such a manner that it is hidden from the

human auditory perceptual system. The compression

scheme is based on coding strong signals well and

distributing the quantization noise over the

neighboring weak signals. During the compression of

an audio file the amount of error increases with the

level of compression and the intensity of the signal. In

certain cases, the distortion becomes more audible and

perceptible to the listener. A new lossless mix was

provided for this release.

Where possible, little to no change to the recording

was made. Though in some cases it was necessary to

employ noise reduction techniques which have been

used sparingly. In most cases it was determined that it

is better to listen to some noise with the music rather

than to eliminate a portion of the audio spectrum.

Thus, in almost all cases surface noise, pops, and

clicks characteristic of the recording were left

untouched.

For inclusion on the NetLabels site the audio files

were converted from waveform (.wav) format to FLAC

(Free Lossless Audio Codec). Unlike an MP3, a FLAC

file is a lossless form of compression created

specifically for audio. This means that no information

has been removed from the data stream and can be

reconstructed flawlessly to waveform.

Though the files have been made available for

download in high quality MP3 it is recommended that

the FLAC files be downloaded before burning a CDR

version of the recordings.

Technical Note References and Reading

4AD Website.

Aden Website.

Jimmy Page’s Sweater Vest.

The Crépuscule and Factory Pages

Facing the Wrong Way.

Wakefield. Teenbeat Book of Numbers

(TB 188).

TeenBeat Annotated Discography.

TeenBeat 210.

Beaujon, Andrew.

Andrew Beaujon’s weblog.

Brinkhuis, Frank.

History of Factory

Records, etc.

Carroll, Cath.

Cohen, Jonny.

The Eyesore Database.

An excessive

and (mostly) complete database of all 4AD acts,

including Unrest, Air Miami among others.

Detailed 4AD discograpies past 1998 and current

4AD news.

Robinson, Mark.

Discography 1985-1995. Included with

The Wakefield four CD box set (TB 181).

Merge Records. Home

of Versus.

Russ, Andrew.

Official

Website.

Tape-Op. Magazine founded

by one time Vomit Launch member Larry Crane.

TeenBeat Mailing List (unofficial).

TeenBeat MP3 of the Week (unofficial).

Toomey, Jenny. One time

member of Grenadine. Founder of Simple

Machines Records (R.I.P.)

Ween. Post Synthetic Socks

band.

http://www.4AD.com

http://www.hot-licks.org

http://beaujon.org/

http://home.wxs.nl/~frankbri

http://www.cathcarroll.com

http://preg.org/lovemachine

http://quimby.gnus.org/eyesore.html

http://www.fedge.net/ftww/

http://www.mergerecords.com

http://www.teenbeatrecords.com

http://www.tapeop.com

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/teenbeat

http://teenbeat.chromewaves.net

http://www.jennytoomey.com

http://www.ween.com
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When burning a CD there are several factors to

consider to achieve optimum results.

When purchasing CDR media, it is important to buy

the proper media in order to choose a CDR of archival

quality. While most media can be burned sucessfully

on any CDR (regardless of colur or materials), every

CDR burned will produce errors. Measured in terms of

block-error rate (BLER), minimalizing these errors can

be done by looking at the quality of the reflective and

dye layers of the disc.

Gold is considered the most stable as it is the least

reactive with dyes and less likely to corrode. Silver, on

the other hand, was specified as the original standard

because it is more reflective and easily read by players.

Dye formulas have been improving over the past few

years and it is argued by manufacturers that dye

reactions with the reflective layer are no longer an

issue. For best results we recommend the use of

certified gold media from a major manufacturer.

Also, be sure to burn the using a DAO (Disc-at-

Once) setting. This will remove the two second gaps

that a TAO (Track-at-Once) setting will add. We

recommend burning at a speed no faster than 4X to

reduce BLER caused by burning at higher speeds.

To store your CDR use a jewel case which suspends

your disc in midair. Because a paper sleeve is in direct

contact with the surface of a disc, dust can accumulate

inside a sleeve, slowly ruining the disc surface.

CD Burning Recommendations
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